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INTRODUCTION.
The further development of the theory of automorphic functions, i, e. of uniform functions of a complex variable ~, which are unchanged when ~ is subjectod to a substitution of tho form y, 8 constants) and in particular the effective application of this theory to problems in analysis, geometry, mechanics, etc., seems to depend largely on the construction of an arithmetic theory of the discontinuous groups of linear fractional substitutions of the above form, --the ~-groups as I call them, ~ with which these functions are associated. The geometrical theory of the ~-groups is well developed *). But an arithmetic theory does not yet exist. Certain extensive classes of these groups have, however, been defined arithmetically. FRmlir in particular has defined a large class of such groups as the c~ reproducing groups ~ of ternary quadratic forms. His proceedure was briefly as follows: Let f(zi, Z~, Z~) be a ternary quadratic form with integral coefficients. When equated to zero this form represents a conic, the points of which are rational functions of a parameter ~. This conic is transformed into itself by a group of 003 collineations of the form whereby the points .?' . are subjected to substitutions of the type (I). If the coefficients are restricted to rational integers with deternlinant unity, these two simply isomorphic groups will be properly discontinuous in the ~.-plane. In this way every form f(z,, ~, Z3) defines a I-group Ff, and the expressions for the coefficients ~, ~, 7, ~ can be calculated explicitly, as was done by FRICKE **). The present paper aims at a generalization of this proceedure, which has already been suggested by FRICKE himself. The conic C~ of the preceding paragraph is a normal curve for a space of two dimensions. The contemplated generalization consists of replacing this C by a normal curve C,, of order n in a space S of n dimensions. This C~ is transformed into itself by o03 collineations of the S, each of which subjects the parameter ~ of the points of the C to a substitution (I). If as before the coefficients of the collineations be restricted to integral values with determinant unity, the group thus obtained will be properly discontinuous. In this way every C, which can be transformed into itself by a collineation with integral coefficients other than the identical, will define a discontinuous ~-group l'c. Such a C we may call integral and in the future will use the symbol C,, to denote integral curves only.
It is easy to show *), that if one of two curves C and C" can be transformed into the other by a collineation with integral coefficients of determinant unity, the corresponding groups l'c, , l'c, ~ will be simply isomorphic; and that if C can be transformed into C', by a collineation with rational coefficients, the groups l'c. and Pc',, are commensurable **). We may then in the future confine ourselves to curves C,,, which may be derived from a certain canonical C,, by linear transformations on the ~[~ with irrational coefficients, without essentially restricting the generality. In this paper, however, we shall discuss only a special case of this general problem. We shall confine ourselves to the case n = 4, and to a particular form of irrational linear transformations, whereby we are led to a new definition of the Fricke ternary form groups, in which the curves C in question are associated with the corresponding ternary forms in an interesting way. w t. The canonical C 4 and the corresponding l~C4 , All normal curves of order n in a space of n dimensions are projectively equivalent. We take as canonical form of the equations defining a C 4 the following:
If the points of this curve be permuted according to the substitution where =, i~, 7, a are real constants, the <~ undergo a linear substitution which is easily calculated. If it be represented by the matrix, (~'~), Of its coefficients, *) by a method similar to that used in the analogous problem in FRICKE-KLEIN, loc. cit., pp. 504-506. **) Two groups are said to be commensurable, if a subgroup of finite index of one is simply isomorphic with a subroup of finite index of the other.
